
Sedenion Algebra

Generally speaking, for an n dimensional algebra over the field of real numbers, we need to find rules 
for all n2 basis element products to fully define the algebra. Since we are staying with hypercomplex 
forms, one of the basis elements is scalar with singularly defined scalar product rules so we already 
know 2n – 1 product terms of the form (e0 *en) and (en *e0). Since each non-scalar basis element 
squares to -1, we know n – 1 additional product rules of the form (em *em) for m: 1 to n – 1. So for all 
similarly extended general algebras, we must additionally assign n2 –  3n  –  2 =  (n – 1) (n - 2)  basis 
element products not covered by these fixed definition products.

To keep a subalgebra path all the way back to the Quaternions, we would like to determine all of these 
products with ordered permutation triplet multiplication rules, each of which define six products. Since 
we need an integer number of permutation triplets, PT = (n – 1) (n – 2) / 6 must be an integer. Each 
ordered  permutation triplet has three elements, so there will be a total of 3 PT = (n – 1) (n – 2) / 2 total 
triplet positions. These need to be evenly distributed across all (n – 1) non-scalar basis elements, so 
each non-scalar basis element will appear in 3 PT / (n – 1) = (n – 2) / 2 permutations. This must be an 
integer, so n must be even for our program to work. Running these requirements against what we know 
about Quaternion and Octonion algebras all good so far. We had a successful plan for assigning basis 
elements to Quaternion subalgebra unordered basis element triplets that will continue to work for n = 
16 by extending the exclusive or logic triplet partitions on 1 through 7 as we did for Octonion Algebra 
to now 1 through 15 for our 15 Sedenion non-scalar basis elements. 

For n = 16, we need to determine (16 – 1)*(16 – 2) =  210 separate unlike non-scalar basis element 
products. There must be (16 – 1)*(16 – 2)/6 = 35 unordered basis triplets. Each non-scalar basis 
element must appear in (16 – 2)/2 = 7 of them. The 7 triplets that any single non-scalar basis element 
belongs to have 14 additional triplet positions, just the number needed to have a single basis element 
appear once with each of the other 14. Perfect so far. The indexes for valid triplets must exclusive or to 
zero and form closed sets. Enumerating all such triplets operating on 1 through 15 yields

{0001} e1 {0010} e2 {0011} e3 {0100} e4 {0101} e5 {0110} e6 {0111} e7   
{0010} e2 {0100} e4 {0100} e4 {1000} e8 {1000} e8 {1000} e8 {1000} e8   
{0011} e3 {0110} e6 {0111} e7  {1100} e12 {1101} e13 {1110} e14  {1111} e15   

{0001} e1 {0010} e2 {0011} e3 {0100} e4 {0101} e5 {0110} e6 {0111} e7   
{0100} e4 {0101} e5 {0101} e5 {1001} e9 {1001} e9 {1001} e9 {1001} e9   
{0101} e5 {0111} e7 {0110} e6  {1101} e13 {1100} e12 {1111} e15 {1110} e14   

{0001} e1 {0010} e2 {0011} e3 {0100} e4  {0101} e5 {0110} e6 {0111} e7   
{0110} e6 {1000} e8 {1000} e8 {1010} e10 {1010} e10 {1010} e10 {1010} e10   
{0111} e7 {1010} e10 {1011} e11 {1110} e14  {1111} e15 {1100} e12 {1101} e13   

{0001} e1 {0010} e2 {0011} e3 {0100} e4 {0101} e5 {0110} e6 {0111} e7   
{1000} e8 {1001} e9 {1001} e9 {1011} e11 {1011} e11 {1011} e11 {1011} e11   
{1001} e9 {1011} e11 {1010} e10 {1111} e15 {1110} e14 {1101} e13 {1100} e12   

{0001} e1 {0010} e2 {0011} e3    {0001} e1 {0010} e2 {0011} e3 {0001} e1 
{1010} e10 {1100} e12 {1100} e12    {1100} e12 {1101} e13 {1101} e13   {1110} e14 
{1011} e11 {1110} e14  {1111} e15    {1101} e13 {1111} e15 {1110} e14  {1111} e15 

All 15 non-scalar basis elements appear 7 times in these 35 different unordered basis triplets. 
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We must now assign orientations for all 35 unordered basis triplets to finish our definition for Sedenion
Algebra. If we were to take the same approach we did with Octonion Algebra, demand a normed 
composition algebra and then try all combinations of ordered permutation triplet product rules, we will 
have to do 235 = 34359738368 tests that each require 131072 separate multiplications leaving out the 
additions and subtractions. A more practical approach would be to assume all Quaternion triplets are 
subalgebras of some number of Octonion subalgebras, and exploit our understanding of the Hadamard 
connection to valid Octonion triplet orientation choices.

Itemizing our set of 35 unordered basis triplets

{ e1 e2 e3 } { e1 e4 e5 } { e1 e6 e7 } { e1 e8 e9 } { e1 e10 e11 } { e1 e12 e13 } { e1 e14 e15 }
{ e2 e4 e6 } { e2 e5 e7 } { e2 e8 e10 } { e2 e9 e11 } { e2 e12 e14 } { e2 e13 e15 } { e3 e4 e7 }
{ e3 e5 e6 } { e3 e8 e11 } { e3 e9 e10 } { e3 e12 e15 } { e3 e13 e14 } { e4 e8 e12 } { e4 e9 e13 }
{ e4 e10 e14 } { e4 e11 e15 } { e5 e8 e13 } { e5 e9 e12 } { e5 e10 e15 } { e5 e11 e14 } { e6 e8 e14 }
{ e6 e9 e15 } { e6 e10 e12 } { e6 e11 e13 } { e7 e8 e15 } { e7 e9 e14 } { e7 e10 e13 } { e7 e11 e12 }

The largest order Sedenion subalgebra we should expect is Octonion Algebra. In Chapter Four we 
demonstrated the seven non-scalar Octonion basis element indexes could be partitioned into seven 
Quaternion subalgebra triplets each with a unique basic quad of basis elements using the remaining 
four non-scalar basis elements. The exclusive or of all seven non-scalar Octonion basis element 
indexes, the exclusive or of any three triplet basis element indexes, and the exclusive or of all basic 
quad indexes each result in zero. The exclusive or of any two different basic quad indexes is one of its 
triplet basis element indexes and the six possible exclusive or pairs of basic quad indexes span the 
triplets twice making a unique connection between any Quaternion triplet and its basic quad. 

Given only a basic quad of indexes, all seven Octonion Algebra basis element indexes are in hand, and 
within this Octonion Algebra candidate there will be seven unique triplets each with a unique basic 
quad. It would make sense then to determine how many different basic quads we can pull out of 
indexes now in the range 1 – 15. A very simple computer program can be crafted to do this in short 
order, and the answer is 105. Since each Octonion Algebra candidate requires seven basic quads, there 
will be 105 / 7 = 15 Octonion subalgebra candidates for Sedenion Algebra. Sorting out the sets of seven
basis elements we have the following Octonion subalgebra candidates. We can only call them 
candidates now since all we have are the seven basis elements, the orientations for each of their 
Quaternion subalgebras have not yet been determined.

{4 5 6 7 :  1 2 3} O1
{8 9 10 11 : 1 2 3} O2
{12 13 14 15 : 1 2 3} O3
{8 9 14 15 : 1 6 7} O4
{10 11 12 13 : 1 6 7} O5
{8 10 13 15 : 2 5 7} O6
{9 11 12 14 : 2 5 7} O7
{8 11 13 14 :  3 5 6} O8
{9 10 12 15 : 3 5 6} O9
{10 11 14 15 : 1 4 5} O10
{8 9 12 13 : 1 4 5} O11
{9 11 13 15 : 2 4 6} O12
{8 10 12 14 : 2 4 6} O13
{9 10 13 14 : 3 4 7} O14
{8 11 12 15 : 3 4 7} O15
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Before continuing it is worthy to note the number of Octonion subalgebra candidates for the dimension 
n=16 Sedenions, it is (n – 1). We had for the largest subalgebra for the Octonions (8 – 1) = 7 
Quaternion subalgebras, and the largest subalgebra for the Quaternions (4 – 1) = 3 Complex 
subalgebras, and for the only subalgebra for Complex Algebra (2 – 1) = 1 Real number subalgebra and 
finally (1 – 1) = 0 no subalgebras for Real number Algebra.

Each of the yet unordered 35 Quaternion subalgebra index triplet sets we itemized above as Sedenion 
generators appears in three separate {quad : triplet} forms, giving the required 3*35 = 105 copies for 
our 105 basic quads since they are each uniquely attached to a single triplet. The intersection of any 
two of these 15 Octonion candidates is three basis elements, and they are always members of a 
Quaternion subalgebra triplet. This means two separate triplets will never be found in more than one 
Octonion candidate. This single Quaternion triplet intersection is crucial in what follows.

Examining the 16 valid orientation choices for the seven Quaternion triplets in any Octonion Algebra 
we can uniquely determine which of the 16 Algebras is described once we have specified the 
orientation of three triplets sharing a common basis element plus an orientation assignment for any one 
additional triplet. This is not possible for every four of seven group since the three unspecified triplets 
may contain a common basis element and therefore also an instance of each of the other six bases, 
leaving no chance for a defined set of three triplets sharing a basis element within the other four. We 
are left with two choices for the algebra in this case, the 3: side of the Octonion 3:4 Morph Rule. If we 
define the orientation for any five of the seven triplets, the two undefined triplets will share a common 
basis element, so combined the two involve five of seven basis elements. The two basis elements not 
included will each therefore appear three times in the five defined triplets. So with five of seven triplet 
orientations defined, we have multiple paths to singularly determine which of the 16 possible valid 
Octonion Algebras is described. 

Similarly, there is enough information to determine if the five triplet orientations are not compatible 
with any valid Octonion Algebra, since three triplets including a common basis element must exhibit 
Right or Left Octonion matching of a fourth triplet and this may not be the case. Since we have single 
triplet intersections between any two Octonion candidates above, we should be able to say with 
authority whether or not a candidate is valid after assigning valid Octonion Algebra triplet orientations 
for any five other candidates that do not duplicate an intersection with it.

If we assign orientations for all seven triplets in an Octonion candidate, we will simultaneously define 
the intersecting triplet in each of the other 14 candidates. This mechanism will limit the choices for 
subsequent candidate orientations for valid Octonion representations. As it works out, there will be 
many proper Octonion Algebra sequential assignments for up to four Sedenion subalgebra candidates, 
that will not break any of the remaining 11 partially oriented candidates. However, every possible 
attempt to complete any one of these 11 is assured to produce Sedenion subalgebra candidates that are 
not valid Octonion Algebras in three or four of the remaining 10 candidates. In totality, we may define 
nine candidates properly; all seven with a common basis element and two more, but the other six will 
not be valid Octonion Algebras. The two added to seven with a common basis element is determined by
the algebras assigned, and could be any two of the eight Octonion subalgebra candidates that do not 
include the shared basis element.

We therefore cannot assign valid Octonion Algebra definitions for all 15 Sedenion subalgebra Octonion
candidates. If Sedenion Algebra could be oriented as a valid division algebra, every subalgebra 
candidate would need to be oriented as a valid Octonion Algebra. Since we can't, Sedenion Algebra is 
not a division algebra.
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The problem for simply yet definitively showing this is fact for any set of five properly oriented 
Octonion subalgebra candidates is that the set of broken candidates is determined by the specific 
Octonion Algebra choices for the five, and none of the remaining 10 will always be broken for all 
algebra choices. The situation however is fully deterministic, and a suitable computer program can be 
written that tries all sequences of four candidates and all choices of assigned Octonion Algebra for 
them that leaves the remaining 11 unbroken, then verify every way of filling out any of these 11 will 
break some of the remaining 10 candidates. I wrote such a program that tries a total of 20,643,840 
combinations. Every one validated my claim you can only specify four candidate Octonion subalgebras
without breaking another. Each of the 15 candidates can have the Hadamard Matrix connection to 
proper Quaternion subalgebra triplet orientations overlaid to simply determine Octonion subalgebra 
candidate validity.

Assign two Quaternion subalgebra triplet basis index sets with no duplicated basis elements between 
them as {a  b  c} and {r  s  t}. From these we can generate all 15 non-scalar Sedenion basis elements, 
these 6 and the 9 exclusive or combinations between the two triplets. Enumerating they are:

{a,  b,  c,  r,  s,  t,  a^r,  a^s,  a^t,  b^r,  b^s,  b^t,  c^r,  c^s,  c^t}

Our triplet enumeration process tells us the basis index of the product of any two basis elements is the 
exclusive or of their indexes. This {a  b  c} and {r  s  t} variable representation is extremely easier to 
use than numeric index values since the exclusive or of any two can be simply done in ones head using 
the facts n^n=0 and 0^m = m for any n or m. As an example:

(b^r) ^ (c^t) = (b^c) ^ (r^t) = a^s (c^s) ^ (c^t) = (c^c) ^ (s^t) = (0) ^ (r) = r

We can insert these variable based representations into our 15 Octonion subalgebra candidates 
numerous ways by first assigning suitable numeric values to {a  b  c} and {r  s  t}, mapping their 
combinations to numeric values and then doing substitutions into our numeric representation above. Let
{a  b  c} == {1  2  3} and {r  s  t} == {4  8  12}. We then have the map

a = 1, b = 2, c = 3, r = 4, a^r = 5, b^r = 6, c^r = 7, s = 8, 

a^s = 9, b^s = 10, c^s = 11, t = 12, a^t = 13, b^t = 14, c^t = 15

Inserting we have for our Octonion subalgebra candidates

{ r a^r b^r c^r   : a b c } O1
{ s a^s b^s c^s   : a b c } O2
{ t a^t b^t c^t   : a b c } O3
{ s a^s b^t c^t   : a b^r c^r } O4
{ b^s c^s t a^t   : a b^r c^r } O5
{ s b^s a^t c^t   : b a^r c^r } O6
{ a^s c^s t b^t   : b a^r c^r } O7
{ s c^s a^t b^t   :  c a^r b^r } O8
{ a^s b^s t c^t   : c a^r b^r } O9
{ b^s c^s b^t c^t   : a r a^r } O10
{ s a^s t a^t   : a r a^r } O11
{ a^s c^s a^t c^t   : b r b^r } O12
{ s b^s t b^t   : b r b^r } O13
{ a^s b^s a^t b^t   : c r c^r } O14
{ s c^s t c^t   : c r c^r } O15
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From these definitions, fill out all seven permutation triplet definitions for each of the seven Octonion 
subalgebra candidates that include the basis element index “a”. 

O1:  {r  a^r  a}, {r  b^r  b}, {r  c^r  c}, {a^r  b^r  c}, {a^r  c^r  b}, {b^r  c^r  a}, {a  b  c}
O2:  {s  a^s  a}, {s  b^s  b}, {s  c^s  c}, {a^s  b^s  c}, {a^s  c^s  b}, {b^s  c^s  a}, {a  b  c}
O3:  {t  a^t  a}, {t  b^t  b},  {t  c^t  c}, {a^t  b^t  c}, {a^t  c^t  b}, {b^t  c^t  a}, {a  b  c}
O4:  {s  a^s  a}, {s  b^t  b^r}, {s  c^t  c^r}, {a^s  b^t  c^r}, {a^s  c^t  b^r}, {b^t  c^t  a}, {a  b^r  c^r}
O5:  {b^s  c^s  a}, {b^s  t  b^r}, {b^s  a^t  c^r}, {c^s  t  c^r}, {c^s  a^t  b^r}, {t  a^t  a}, {a  b^r  c^r}
O10: {b^s  c^s  a}, {b^s  b^t  r}, {b^s  c^t  a^r}, {c^s  b^t  a^r}, {c^s  c^t  r}, {b^t  c^t  a}, {a  r  a^r}
O11: {s  a^s  a}, {s  t  r}, {s  a^t  a^r}, {a^s  t  a^r}. {a^s  a^t  r}, {t  a^t  a}, {a  r  a^r}

We can arrange the three Quaternion subalgebra triplets in each of these candidate including basis 
index a with that index in the ordered 9-tuple cardinal basis element position, and easily see we could 
assign O1, O2 and O3 as valid Right(Left) Octonion Algebras, and O4, O5, O10 and O11 as valid 
Octonion Left(Right) Algebras. What we have not shown though is if we sequentially make 
assignments, how many consistent and valid Octonion assignments can be made and when we might 
break some other Octonion subalgebra candidate not in the assigned set. The O1, O2, O3 common 
triplet is {a  b  c}. The triplet intersections for O4, O5, O10 and O11 are as indicated, showing the 
intersections for all with each of the other six Octonion candidates.

O1: {c      a  b} O2: {c      a   b} O3: {c   a   b}
{r      a  a^r} {b^s   a   c^s} {t    a   a^t}
{b^r  a  c^r} {s       a   a^s} {b^t  a  c^t}

O4 O5 O10
O1:O5 {b^r  a  c^r} O1:O4 {b^r  a  c^r} O1:O11 {r       a     a^r}
O2:O11 {s      a  a^s} O2:O10 {b^s  a  c^s} O2:O5 {b^s   a     c^s}
O3:O10 {b^t   a  c^t} O3:O11 {t      a   a^t} O3:O4 {b^t   a      c^t}

O11
O1:O10 {r  a  a^r}
O2:O4 {s  a  a^s}
O3:O5 {t   a  a^t}

Next expand the triplets for O12, and indicate the intersections with O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O10 and 
O11.

{a^s  c^s  b} O2
{a^s  a^t  r} O11
{a^s  c^t  b^r} O4
{c^s  a^t  b^r} O5
{c^s  c^t  r} O10
{a^t  c^t  b} O3
{b  r  b^r} O1

Rather than going through all combinations of these seven and checking the validity of O12, which is 
best left for a software program, lets assume a valid orientation for O12 and see if we can still have 
valid orientations for our seven including basis index a. Choose for O12 the following Left Octonion 
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ordered 9-tuple definition implying the seven specific Quaternion ordered triplet multiplication rules 
that follow with their intersections with the original seven including basis index a.

O12:L   ( r      b  b^r )
↓( a^s  b  c^s )
  ( a^t   b  c^t )

O1          O2          O3          O11        O10      O5        O4
( r   b  b^r ), ( a^s  b  c^s ), ( a^t   b  c^t ), ( r  a^s  a^t ), ( c^s  c^t  r ), ( c^s  b^r  a^t ), ( b^r  c^t  a^s )

From these seven choices, each of our seven Octonion hopefuls including basis index “a” are restricted 
to 8 of the possible 16. The common triplet associations shown here may be placed in their ordered 9-
tuple cardinal position and any one of the remaining four basis elements may be placed in the ordered 
9-tuple cardinal basis element position. Any of these four may be made into the opposite chiral 
Octonion Algebra by taking the mirror image of the ordered 9-tuple, covering all 8 choices. Following 
the observation above we can assign O1, O2 and O3 as Right(Left) Octonion Algebras and O4, O5, 
O10 and O11 as Left(Right) Octonion Algebras without conflict, start with the former inserting our 
intersecting O12 triplet in the cardinal position.

    A          B           C           D
O1: (a^r   a       r) (c^r   c      r) (a      a^r       r) (c      c^r      r)
       (c      a       b)↓ (a      c      b)↓ (c^r   a^r      b)↓ (a^r   c^r      b)↓     
       (c^r   a   b^r) (a^r   c   b^r) (c      a^r   b^r) (a      c^r   b^r)

       
O2: (s      a   a^s) (b^s   c   a^s) (a       s   a^s) (c   b^s   a^s)
       (c      a       b)↓ (a       c      b)↓ (b^s   s       b)↓ (s   b^s       b)↓
       (b^s   a   c^s) (s       c   c^s) (c       s    c^s) (a   b^s   c^s)

      
O3: (t       a   a^t) (b^t   c   a^t) (a      t   a^t) (c   b^t   a^t)
       (c      a      b)↓ (a      c      b)↓ (b^t   t      b)↓ (t    b^t      b)↓
       (b^t   a   c^t) (t       c   c^t) (c      t    c^t) (a   b^t   c^t)

      
O4:   (b^r   a   c^r)   (b^r   s   b^t)   (b^r   b^t      s)   (b^r   c^r      a)
       ↓(c^t   a   b^t) ↓(c^t   s   c^r) ↓(c^t   b^t      a) ↓(c^t    c^r      s)
         (a^s   a      s)   (a^s   s      a)   (a^s   b^t   c^r)   (a^s   c^r   b^t)

O5:   (c^s   a   b^s)   (c^s   t   c^r)   (c^s   b^s      a)   (c^s   c^r      t)
       ↓(b^r    a   c^r) ↓(b^r   t   b^s) ↓(b^r   b^s       t) ↓(b^r   c^r      a)
         (a^t    a       t)   (a^t    t      a)   (a^t    b^s   c^r)   (a^t   c^r   b^s)

O10:   (c^s   a   b^s)   (c^s   a^r   b^t)   (c^s   b^s      a)   (c^s   b^t   a^r)
         ↓(c^t   a   b^t) ↓(c^t   a^r   b^s) ↓(c^t   b^s   a^r) ↓(c^t   b^t       a)
           (r      a   a^r)   (r      a^r       a)   (r       b^s   b^t)   (r       b^t   b^s)

O11:   (r       a   a^r)   (r       s      t)   (r      t       s)   (r      a^r   a)
         ↓(a^s   a      s) ↓(a^s   s      a) ↓(a^s   t   a^r) ↓(a^s   a^r   t)
           (a^t    a      t)   (a^t   s   a^r)   (a^t   t       a)   (a^t   a^r   s)
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As we make further Octonion subalgebra choices, we limit the choices of all unassigned Octonion 
subalgebra choices since the newly chosen has triplet intersects with all of them and each triplet must 
be singularly defined. Choose O11:A-L. This will restrict the remaining as follows on O11 
intersections:

O1:O11 {r  a  a^r} → (r  a  a^r) only in O1:C-R and O1:D
O2:O11 {s  a  a^s} → (a^s  a  s) only in O2:C-R and O2:D
O3:O11 {t  a  a^t} → (a^t  a  t) only in O3:C-R and O3:D
O4:O11 {s  a  a^s} → (a^s  a  s) only in O4:A-L and O4:C
O5:O11 {t  a  a^t} → (a^t  a  t) only in O5:A-L and O5:D
O10:O11 {r  a  a^r} → (r  a  a^r) only in O10:A-L and O10:D

Time for the next choice. Try O10:A-L. This choice has the following restrictions:

O1:O10 {r  a  a^r} → (r  a  a^r) already enforced, still O1:C-R and O1:D
O2:O10 {b^s   a  c^s} → (c^s  a  b^s) only in O2:D-R not in O2:C-R
O3:O10 {b^t   a      c^t} → (c^t   a   b^t) only in O3:D-R, not in O3:C
O4:O10 {b^t   a      c^t} → (c^t   a   b^t) only in O4:A-L not in O4:C
O5:O10 {b^s   a  c^s} → (c^s  a  b^s) only in O5:A-L not in O5:D

So with three choices, O12:L, O11:A-L and O10:A-L we have additionally fixed O2 as O2:D-R, O3 as 
O3:D-R, O4 as O4:A-L and O5 as O5:A-L. The question now is whether or not O1 is compatible with 
these forced assignments. We have for O1 and O2 overlaps

O1:O4 and O1:O5 {b^r  a  c^r} → (b^r   a   c^r) only in O1:D-R, not in O1:C

So we have from the three initial choices O12:L, O11:A-L and O10:A-L, forced also O1:D-R, O2:D-R, 
O3:D-R, O4:A-L and O5:A-L. Itemizing all seven oriented Quaternion subalgebra triplets for these 
eight valid Octonion subalgebras we have:

O12L:  
( r   b  b^r ), ( a^s  b  c^s ), ( a^t   b  c^t ), ( r  a^s  a^t ), ( c^s  c^t  r ), ( c^s  b^r  a^t ), ( b^r  c^t  a^s )
O11:A-L
(r   a   a^r), (a^s   a  s), (a^t   a   t), (r  a^s  a^t), (t  s  r), (s  a^r  a^t), (a^r  t  a^s)
O10:A-L
(c^s   a   b^s), (c^t   a   b^t), (r  a   a^r), (c^s  c^t  r), (a^r  b^t  c^s), (b^t  b^s  r), (b^s  a^r  c^t)
O5:A-L
(c^s   a   b^s), (b^r    a   c^r), (a^t   a   t), (c^s  b^r  a^t), (t  c^r  c^s), (c^r  b^s  a^t), (b^s  t  b^r)
O4:A-L
(b^r   a   c^r), (c^t   a   b^t), (a^s   a   s), (b^r  c^t  a^s), (s  b^t  b^r), (b^t  c^r  a^s), (c^r  s  c^t)
O3:D-R
(c   b^t   a^t), (t    b^t   b), (a   b^t   c^t), (a^t  b  c^t), (a  t  a^t), (t  c  c^t), (c  a  b)
O2:D-R
(c   b^s   a^s), (s   b^s   b), (a   b^s   c^s), (a^s  b  c^s), (a  s  a^s), (s  c  c^s), (c  a  b)
O1:D-R
(c   c^r   r), (a^r   c^r   b), (a   c^r   b^r), (r  b  b^r), (a  a^r  r), (a^r  c  b^r), (c  a  b)

The intersections between these Quaternion subalgebra orientations and the remaining seven Octonion 
subalgebra candidates will be enough to determine if any are valid. Lets take them one at a time by 
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finding orientations for all three candidate triplets sharing a common basis element. 

O6:
{a^r  b  c^r}   (c^r   b  a^r)
{s  b  b^s} ↓(b^s   b      s) requires (c^t  s  c^r),  (s  a^r  a^t),  (a^r  c^t  b^s)
{c^t  b  a^t}   (a^t    b  c^t) have (c^r  s  c^t),  (s  a^r  a^t),  (b^s  a^r  c^t)
(c^r  b^s  a^t) (c^r  s  c^t) mismatch invalidates O6

O7:
{a^r  b  c^r}   (c^r   b  a^r)
{a^s  b  c^s} ↓(a^s  b  c^s) requires (t  c^s  c^r), (c^s  a^r  b^t), (a^r  t  a^s)
{t  b  b^t}   (b^t   b   t) have (t  c^r  c^s), (a^r  b^t  c^s), (a^r  t  a^s)
(b^t  c^r  a^s) (t  c^r  c^s) mismatch invalidates O7

O8:
{b^t  c  a^t}   (a^t  c   b^t)
{s  c  c^s} ↓(s     c   c^s) requires (b^r  c^s  a^t), (c^s  b^t  a^r), (b^t  b^r  s)
{a^r  c  b^r}   (a^r  c  b^r) have (c^s  b^r  a^t), (a^r  b^t  c^s), (s  b^t  b^r)
(s  a^r  a^t) (c^s  b^r  a^t), (a^r  b^t  c^s) mismatches invalidate O8

O9:
{a^r  c  b^r}   (a^r  c  b^r)
{t  c  c^t} ↓(t      c  c^t) requires (b^s  c^t  a^r), (c^t  b^r  a^s), (b^r  b^s  t)
{a^s  c  b^s}   (a^s  c  b^s) have (b^s  a^r  c^t), (b^r  c^t  a^s), (b^s  t  b^r)
(a^r  t  a^s) (b^s  a^r  c^t), (b^r  c^t  a^s) mismatches invalidate O9

O13:
{t  b  b^t}   (b^t   b     t)
{s  b  b^s} ↓(b^s   b     s) require (b^r  s  b^t), (s  t  r), (t  b^r  b^s)
{r  b  b^r}   (r       b  b^r) have (s  b^t  b^r), (t  s  r), (b^s  t  b^r)
(b^t  b^s  r) (t  s  r) mismatch invalidates O13

O14:
{r  c  c^r}   (r     c   c^r)
{a^s  c  b^s} ↓(a^s  c   b^s) requires (b^t  b^s  r), (b^s  c^r  a^t), (c^r  b^t  a^s)
{a^t  b  b^t}   (a^t  c   b^t) have (b^t  b^s  r), (c^r  b^s  a^t), (b^t  c^r  a^s)
( r  a^s  a^t ) (c^r  b^s  a^t), (b^t  c^r  a^s) mismatches invalidate O14

O15:
{t  c  c^t}   (t    c  c^t)
{s  c  c^s} ↓(s   c   c^s) requires (c^r  c^s  t), (c^s  c^t  r), (c^t  c^r  s)
{r  c  c^r}   (r   c   c^r) have (t  c^r  c^s), (c^s  c^t  r), (c^r  s  c^t)
(t  s  r) no mismatch so this O15 is valid

From this we can see we can define nine Octonion subalgebras appropriately and consistently with the 
remaining six ending up as invalid Octonion representations. We can assign the common basis index 
variable “a” to any of the indexes 1 – 15, expressing the generality of the above approach.

Now look at the intersections for invalidated candidates to determine the minimum set of valid choices 
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required to invalidate them. As an example, O6 and the intersections with the nine valid Octonion 
subalgebras that were an outcome of our specific choices.

               O5                    O1                 O2               O3 O12           O11                O10              O4 O15
O6: (c^r  b^s  a^t),  (c^r   b  a^r),  (b^s   b      s),  (a^t    b  c^t),  (s  a^r  a^t),  (a^r  c^t  b^s),  (c^r  s  c^t) 

Basis indexes b^s, a^t, b, and a^r have the orientations for all three triplets sharing them defined. With 
the assignments we made, triplet (c^r  s  c^t) was seen above to be the invalid triplet, so we will not 
assume a consistent orientation for it by bringing in O4 or O15 just yet. Taking the three common basis 
Quaternion subalgebra triplets plus another Quaternion subalgebra triplet tack we could set O6 
requirements with any of the following:

{O2, O5, O10, O1} or {O2, O5, O10, O3} or {O2, O5, O10, O12} or {O2, O5, O10, O11} or
{O3, O5, O11, O1} or {O3, O5, O11, O2} or {O3, O5, O11, O10}  or
{O12, O5, O11, O1} or {O12, O5, O11, O2} or {O12, O5, O11, O10} or
{O1, O2, O3, O5} or {O1, O2, O3, O11}, or {O1, O2, O3, O10} or
{O1, O2, O12, O5} or {O1, O2, O12, O11}, or {O1, O2, O12, O10} or
{O1, O10, O11, O5} or {O1, O10, O11, O2} or {O1, O10, O11, O3} or {O1, O10, O11, O12} 

If we would now add either our O4 orientations or our O15 orientations to any one of these sets of four 
properly oriented Octonion Algebras, we would see the conflict for the O6 orientation on triplet (c^r  s  
c^t), indicating it first showed up after attempt to specify proper orientations for a fifth Octonion 
subalgebra. The same arguments could be applied to any of the other five invalidated Octonion 
subalgebra candidates. Choosing different numeric to variable mapping definitions shows the result 
generality for selecting different orders of assignments for the candidates, and the same approach may 
be made for any different set of Octonion Algebra choices.

This completes an algebraic proof the Sedenions are not a division algebra. 
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